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(David Nova) The internet is buzzing over the recent Saudi purge, hundreds of sealed indictments in 24 US
districts, as well as the curious/cryptic intel drop on 4CHAN. What does any of this mean? Does it relate to Trump’s
cryptic message: “Maybe it’s the calm before the Storm.” We may have to wait to find out.

Related Insider "Q" Updates from 4chan -- Cabal Mass Arrests, Deep State, Pedogate Source - Deus Nexus
by David Nova, November 13th, 2017
Trump Calls Photo Op `Calm Before The Storm’
https://youtu.be/79D2YXv5Me0

Mass Arrests Update – 842 sealed indictments in 24 districts from 10/30 through 11/10, Clinton & McCain
House Arrest?
Source: AscensionWithMotherEarth

Update.. 842 sealed indictments in 24 districts from 10/30 through 11/10.
There are 94 district courts in the U. S.... I have not searched them all. https://t.co/Tuobi8eXdi
pic.twitter.com/EtYQf06XDQ
— StormWatcher

✝ (@damartin32)

November 12, 2017

BACKGROUND:
Is the Tangled DC Web Being Used To Entrap the Spiders?
Saudi Coup or Counter-Coup in Progress?
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31 Sealed Indictments, Take down of Clinton
& Podesta

https://youtu.be/tAz4X48Vikg
Source: April LaJune
Sealed Indictments are piling up. Do these link
directly to the Clintons? The Deep State? How is
Tony Podesta and the Saudi Arabians linked to all
of this?
More information coming – #TheStormArticle:
http://aprillajune.com/31-indictments…PizzaGate
Article: http://aprillajune.com/pizza-gate-cal…
Massive Intel Drops on 4Chan by Individual(s)
with Highest Level ‘Q’ Clearance
Source: True Earth
Now I am not going to say whether or not any of
this is true but I do want to pass it along just for
everyone’s information and discernment. An
emphasis on discernment…
These last few days someone(s) have been
posting on 4Chan, a forum website kinda/sorta
like Reddit or Voat. Many amazing pieces of intel
have previously been dropped on there by
people ‘in-the-know’ (i.e. PizzaGate, etc.) and
this last dump has really made some waves in
the truth community. Some of the things listed
here don’t make much sense to me so I would
ask that everyone refrain from asking me what
everything means.
Just a note, it is very difficult to navigate through
4Chan and I hope I simplified all of this
information in a way that is easily accessible and
understandable. It is really the perfect place to
drop intel as I imagine most people couldn’t
really locate it unless you have experience with it.
Another note, I did not include every piece of intel
as some of it doesn’t make much sense as it
requires further research. I mostly included the
most interesting drops. You can find the rest at
the links provided. [READ MORE]
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RELATED POSTS:

Click here to enlarge.

(Part II) Massive Intel Drops on 4Chan by Individual(s) with Highest Level ‘Q’ Clearance (UPDATED)
(Part III) Massive Intel Drops on 4Chan by Individual(s) with Highest Level ‘Q’ Clearance & Other Updates

Q CLEARANCE 4CHAN MASSIVE INTEL DROPS -PART 1
https://youtu.be/1yP3-NqAao0

Khazarian Mob Takedown: Hundreds of Saudi Arrests Followed by Hundreds of U.S. Arrests
The great purge of Khazarian mobsters continues as hundreds of arrests of Saudi princes, generals, and politicians
is now being followed up with the 842 sealed indictments against senior Khazarian gangsters in the U.S., confirmed
by Pentagon, CIA, and other sources.
https://twitter.com/damartin32/status/929601088570974208
Related Cabal Arrests Happening? -- In Shocking Purge, Saudi King Arrests Billionaire Prince Bin Talal,
Dozens Of Others In Cabinet Crackdown
Pentagon sources sent the photos below showing Hillary Clinton and U.S. Senator John “Daesh” McCain “in
custody wearing orthopedic boots to hide GPS ankle bracelet on their right leg.”

The fact is that most politicians in Washington, D.C. have become very
rich since joining politics, in ways that cannot be remotely justified by
their salaries. This means most have been bribed, and that is why
most of them are going to go to jail. House Minority Leader Nancy
Pelosi has been deliberately acting senile in public recently in order to
have a medical excuse to avoid arrest, NSA sources say.
CONTINUE READING

_________________________
Stillness in the Storm Editor's note: Did you find a spelling error or
grammar mistake? Do you think this article needs a correction or
update? Or do you just have some feedback? Send us an email at
sitsshow@gmail.com with the error, headline and url. Thank you for
reading.
_______
Source:
https://deusnexus.wordpress.com/2017/11/13/hundreds-sealedindictments/
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[Subscribe to Stillness in the Storm Blog by Email]
Question -- What is the goal of this website? Why do we share different
sources of information that sometimes conflicts or might even be
considered disinformation?
Answer -- The primary goal of Stillness in the Storm is to help all people
become better truth-seekers in a real-time boots-on-the-ground fashion. This is
for the purpose of learning to think critically, discovering the truth from within—
not just believing things blindly because it came from an "authority" or credible
source. Instead of telling you what the truth is, we share information from many
sources so that you can discern it for yourself. We focus on teaching you the
tools to become your own authority on the truth, gaining self-mastery,
sovereignty, and freedom in the process. We want each of you to become
your own leaders and masters of personal discernment, and as such, all
information should be vetted, analyzed and discerned at a personal level.
We also encourage you to discuss your thoughts in the comments section of this
site to engage in a group discernment process.
"It is the mark of an educated mind to be able to entertain a thought without
accepting it." – Aristotle
The opinions expressed in this article do not necessarily reflect the views
of Stillness in the Storm, the authors who contribute to it, or those who
follow it.
View and Share our Images.
Curious about Stillness in the Storm?
See our About this blog - Contact Us page.
If it was not for the gallant support of readers, we could not devote so much energy into continuing this
blog. We greatly appreciate any support you provide!
We hope you benefit from this not-for-profit site
It takes hours of work every day to maintain, write, edit, research, illustrate and publish this blog. We have been
greatly empowered by our search for the truth, and the work of other researchers. We hope our efforts
to give back, with this website, helps others in gaining
knowledge, liberation and empowerment.
"There are only two mistakes one can make along the road to truth;
not going all the way, and not starting." — Buddha
If you find our work of value, consider making a Contribution.
This website is supported by readers like you.
[Click on Image below to Contribute]
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